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ABSTRACT
We realize nanomechanical resonators for studying mechanical mixing in the nonlinear regime. Mixing is of great impor-
tance for signal processing in all electronic circuits. Combining signal mixing with the advantages of mechanical systems is
very promising, especially when considering the high speed of operation currently becoming available. This is combined with
broadband tuning of nano-electromechanical resonators by surface acoustic waves allowing GHz excitations. The resonators
are implemented as hybrid wires machined in piezoelectrical substrates, possessing mechanical modes up to 300 MHz. Mag-
netomotive excitation is compared to surface acoustic waves generated by interdigitated transducers.
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INTRODUCTION
Implementation of mechanical systems on the micrometer scale (MEMS) nowadays enables sophisticated systems for a vari-
ety of sensor and information processing applications [1,2]. These systems allow on chip solutions whenever low noise and
high frequency selectivity is needed. Although, integration and application of MEMS made great progress in recent years, the
frequency range interesting for communication systems and single molecule sensors is not achieved by micron scale  me-
chanics. Therefore scaling down to nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) is desirable, promising an increase of eigenfre-
quencies far into the lower GHz regime and bringing sensor techniques to single electron sensitivities [3].
Here we want to discuss how to machine NEMS from Silicon-on-Insulator wafers and how to operate them in the nonlinear
regime up to 400 MHz in order to investigate higher-order mechanical mixing and surface acoustic wave coupling at radio
frequencies. These mixing properties are of great importance for signal processing and exemplify nonlinear dynamics on the
nanometer scale. While the operating frequency of NEMS is continuously pushed towards 1 GHz and beyond, a certain draw-
back - namely the excitation mechanism - has so far limited applicability. The conventional driving mechanism either rely on
magnetic fields (magnetomotive) or on capacitive coupling (electromotive). Both methods are based on generating mechani-
cal displacement by electromagnetic coupling, but not on exciting a pure acoustic mode in the first place. Naturally, this lack
of direct agitation is one major source of dissipation. This becomes clear considering the semiconductor/metal-hybrid NEMS.
Hence, this paper presents mechanical mixing in NEMS and in addition a technique which brings SAW excitation to use as a
mechanical way of fully controlling NEMS.

NANO-ELECTROMECHANICAL RESONATORS
Preparation of NEMS includes several successive steps of  electron beam lithography, anisotropic dry etching and selective
isotropic wet etching. The starting material for our purposes is a three layer AlAs/GaAs heterostructure, including a 200 nm
thick AlAs sacrificial layer covered by a 300 nm GaAs cap layer. In a first step the beam resonator, input leads and additional
structures (e.g. inter digitated transducers (IDTs)) needed for the experiments, are defined using standard E-beam lithography
and covered by a 30 nm thick conduction layer (Au). In a subsequent lithographic step the PMMA resist is patterned to form
an etch mask for the following reactive ion etching (RIE) step. During this step vertical edges are defined reaching the sacrifi-
cial layer at the positions not covered by the PMMA. Carefully timed underetching using 0.1% HF selectively removes the
complete AlAs sacrificial under the beam while leaving an AlAs layer under structures with larger lateral dimensions. After
the drying procedure the beam remains freely suspended, while other structures are not undercut.

Fig. 1 presents an electron beam micrograph of a beam resonator: The undercut regions are clearly visible, while in the close-
up a side gate is visible, which allows to apply an electrostatic force to the beam resulting in a tuning of the eigenfrequency
[4]. Standard theory for clamped beams with the proper boundary conditionsyields an inverse quadratic dependence of the



Figure 1. (a) Close-up view of a beam resonator with 3.2
microns length, 300 nm height, and 500 nm width. Close to
the freely suspended beam a side gate is placed. The beam
including mechanical supports was matched to a SAW
wavelength of 9.2 microns (b) Sample’s geometry showing
the resonator placed in the path of two interdigital trans-
ducers (ITD) for SAW .

eigenfrequency on the length of the beam and a nonlinear dispersion. Resonance frequencies for micromechanical beams can
be expressed as
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where kr and mr are the effective stiffness and mass of the beam at a given position, E and ρ are Young’s modulus and the
density of the beam’s material, L is the length of the beam and heff is the an effective thickness that models the surface topog-
raphy of the beam. If the resonator is comprised of two materials Eq. 1 is modified to take into account the elastic constants of
both materials.

When scaling mechanical resonators to the nanometer scale
one has to be aware of the scalability of the associated driving
mechanisms. In principle piezoelectric or electrostatic  ac-
tuators as well as magnetomotive excitation is feasible, while
on the nanometer scale up to now electrostatic coupling via a
side gate and magnetomotive excitation are chosen due the
favorable scaling of forces and the difficulties in producing
ultra thin piezoelectric films with high quality.  When using
magnetomotive excitation the beam is covered by a conduc-
tion layer, placed in a strong dc magnetic field and a current
is driven along the beam. The induced Lorentz forced is used
to displace the beam at resonance frequency. Alternatively
capacitive coupling of a side gate can be used to exert period
forces on the beam.

Beam resonances are detected via standard impedance spec-
troscopy. The impedance of the resonators is matched to the
50 Ω strip line circuit. Due to the resonant motion the imped-
ance changes which is detected in the reflected signal using a
network analyzer in combination with an S-parameter testset.
In the linear regime the resonances shows Lorentzian shape,
while nonlinearities appear when increasing the driving
power. The quality factor Q is specified when comparing the
resonance frequency ω0 to the linewidth at half maximum ∆ω
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So far use of NEMS in commercial applications is difficult
due to several reasons concerning the driving mechanisms.
For both actuation schemes mentioned the resonator has to be
covered by a conducting metal layer which brings about sev-
eral drawbacks. First of all, when driving the beam magneto-
motively ohmic losses occur, decreasing Q and hence sensi-
tivity of  the beam. Second, standard metals like Au or Al
have far lower Young’s modulus than the underlying GaAs
substrate, thus lowering the eigenfrequencies of the hybrid
beam resonator. A third effect is that the internal damping of
this resonator is increased due to the attenuation by thin metal
films. However, the inherent nonlinearity is applied for me-
chanical mixing two radio frequency signals impinging on the
nanomechanical resonator as shown in Fig. 2. This measure-

ment was performed at 4.2 K upon application of magnetic fields up to 12 T in order to achieve sufficient mechanical dis-
placement [5].



INTEGRATING SAW FOR ACOUSTIC TUNING OF NEMS
An alternative excitation mechanism for NEMS more appropriate for mechanical mixing at room temperature is found in sur-
face acoustic waves. SAWs are acoustic waves propagating at the surface of crystals [6] being able to interact with the surface
machined NEMS. Furthermore amplitudes and frequencies of nanomechanical beam resonators lie well in the accessible
range for SAW. To develop resonant driving of NEMS by SAW it has to be shown that interaction is feasible. Here we will
focus on the primary interaction of SAW with NEMS. SAWs are generated on piezoelectric materials utilizing the inverse
piezoelectric effect when applying a voltage to a interdigitated structure (interdigitated transducer (IDT)). If a voltage is ap-
plied to the two electrodes (see Figure 2) the voltage drop between each finger will stress the material beneath. If the input
signal meets the resonance frequency
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 where vsaw  is the SAW velocity and λ is the lithographically defined double finger spacing of the ITD, a coherent acoustic
beam is generated. This situation is depicted in Figure 2, where two IDTs are forming a delay line, whereby one of the IDTs is
used to detect the SAW via the accompanying electric fields that cause a potential drop between each finger and enhanced
between the electrodes.

To investigate the coupling of the SAW to the NEMS we
place a beam resonator in the line of fire of  two identical IDTs. The beam is driven by standard magnetomotive excitation
while the resonance is observed using impedance spectroscopy.  Observing the resonance peak of the beam while simultane-
ously generating SAWs induces characteristic impedance changes of the resonator.

SAW TRANSMISSION
In the experiments we investigated a single lobe mechanical resonance and trace its changes when applying SAW. In Figure
3(a) the spectrum of the generated SAW is plotted, showing a sin( ) /f f  dependence around the frequency of maximal
SAW generation. In Figure 3(b) lines of the beam resonance are plotted in dependence of the frequency applied to the IDT.
We observe a shift and a strong attenuation of the beam’s resonance appearing when the driving signal at the IDT meets
condition Eq. (3) for resonant SAW excitation. This effect is demonstrated more pronounced when plotting the resonators Q
in dependence on the frequency of the IDTs input signal.

Figure 2. Experimental Setup: The magnetomotively driven
beam is placed in the line of fire of two IDTs. The interaction
with the SAW is traced via impedance spectroscopy using a
network analyzer. Right hand side (a,b): Magnetomotive re-
sponse of suspended resonator under excitation by two radio
frequencies. Mixing is achieved due to the strong mechanical
nonlinearity of the beam.



To exclude that these effects are solely induced by a local
heating of the material by the SAW we estimated the tempera-
ture required to result in the observed shift of the resonators
eigenfrequency by softening of the elastic constants. This tem-
perature is about 40 K which is far beyond previously ob-
served SAW crystal heating effects. Excluding thermal heating
the SAW tuning of the beam’s resonance is assigned to me-
chanical coupling of the SAW to the resonator’s mode. This
proofs that it is possible to couple mechanically to the beam
and, in optimizing this coupling, to drive the beam via acoustic
excitation. As frequency and phase matching of SAW to the
beam is difficult, pulsed SAW excitation is more favorable for
driving purposes.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that mechanical mixing is NEMS is achiev-
able. Moreover, coupling of SAWs to nanomechanical beam
resonators offers the possibility for a novel room temperature
driving mechanism, free of ohmic losses and damping induced
by metal layers. The results show that it is further possible to
dynamically tune the beams dissipation mechanisms enabling
time resolved experiments. Aiming at sensor applications, the
increased resolution due to ultra high quality factors will allow
applications of SAW driven NEMS at room temperature signal
mixing and transduction purposes.
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Figure 3. (a) SAW transmission through the IDT delay line.
The spectrum shows a typical sin(f)/f dependence with a
maximal SAW generation at 305 MHz (b) SAW induced
changes in the resonance of the beam. The observed shifts
corresponds to the SAW generation seen in (a).
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